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Gear Or Direct-Drive Propellers By Grover I. Mltchell (EAA 3686/Designee 57)



553 E. Center St. Manchester, Conn. and James A. Herndon (EAA 27889)



3 Country Lane Simsbury, Conn.



Jl HERE HAVE BEEN many articles written on the advantages of geared propellers for homebuilt aircraft. Since the tests of our Corvair engine adapted for aircraft use indicate to us that we would be better with direct drive for this installation, a presentation of the findings might be food for thought for many of the members. Jim Herndon and myself collaborated on this adaption and the testing of it. I am supervisor of technical training for a large aircraft engine manufacturer in Connecticut. If some of my explanations of formulas and principals seem a little long to any engineers reading this, it is because I have tried to verbally show the mechanics involved but hidden in the mathematic formulas usually used. Jim is an engineer for a prominent propeller manufacturer in Connecticut and was the chief engineer on this project. The following is Jim's summary of this article: To gear or not to gear, that is a question which should be given careful consideration when selecting and/or adapting an engine for your project. This is written with the hope of assisting those facing this question by sharing our thinking, reasoning, and the test results which led to our decision. There are many factors which must be traded-off in determining the best installation for any project. These factors can include reliability, life, power requirements, power to weight ratio, specific fuel consumption, complexity, installation considerations, cost and any other factors which you may feel are important. Aircraft engines, and automobile engines for that matter, are not intended to be operated at maximum power for extended periods of time. Engines are generally operated at lower power ratings in order to extend engine life and provide higher reliability. The published manufacturers ratings of automobile engines are misleading to most people because they present maximum torque and maximum horsepower ratings in different forms. The horsepower rating is readily



understood but the maximum torque needs to be converted to horsepower for comparison. The horsepower at the maximum torque point can be calculated by the following formula: 14 FEBRUARY 1973



Horsepower = 0.0001904 T x RPM Horsepower = .0001904 x Torque x Revolutions per minute at rated torque point. Reliability is a difficult area for specific evaluation by the homebuilder; however, there are general considerations which may be used for qualatative evaluation. Generally the simpler and lower number of parts in a system the greater the reliability. Reduction of stress levels and reduction of rubbing velocity in parts also contributes to increased reliability and extended life. The power to weight ratio for the geared versus the ungeared engine should be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the gearing in providing additional power from the engine. This should be considered in relation to alternative engines which may be available to provide the required power. The specific fuel consumption is a measure of the efficiency in converting the fuel to power. The specific fuel consumption for a given power will determine the amount of fuel required for a flight of a given duration. The lower the specific fuel consumption the longer the range and the lower the fuel cost; assuming the same developed horsepower and same grade of fuel. If range is important the range at maximum take-off weight should be considered for the alternative installations. It is possible for lower specific fuel consumption to counter balance a considerable increase in engine weight and still provide a longer range. Gearing adds complexity to any conversion. The added complexity should be compensated for by gains in power to weight ratio or other factors if it is to be worthwhile. With these considerations in mind, we proceeded with the selection of our engine and its modifications to suit our needs. We located a wrecked 1964 Corvair with only 20,000 miles on it. It had the 110 horsepower engine. The automobile manufacturer's rating of 110 horsepower was obtained at 4400 revolutions per minute. Since we envisioned a pusher installation and wanted to use a standard tractor propeller as a pusher, the direction of rotation worked out right to drive from the fly wheel end. This also seemed the simplest modification of the two choices, as the thrust bearing is combined with the large bearing next to the fly wheel. A careful examination of the fly wheel mount on the crankshaft showed that this was a collar shrunk on the end of the crankshaft. As a pusher would continue to push this collar on the shaft, the shrink fit is probably OK, but for my peace of mind I would drill and pin this collar on for either installation. First we cut away the aluminum fly wheel housing, retaining the center portion which contained the oil seal. One-eighth inch 4130 engine mounting plates were designed and bolted to the front and back plates of the engine. A propeller adapter was machined up that bolted to the crankshaft in place of the fly wheel, using the same high strength bolts and locking devices used on the original fly wheel installation. The Continental bolt circle dimensions were duplicated on the propeller flange. About this time I spotted a Cessna 150 propeller that had only 30 hours on it that had lost ten inches from the tip of one blade in flight. We cut the other blade to match it, and balanced the propeller statically, and found no apparent unbalance. We bolted this propeller on our engine as we had removed it from the car, blower and all. We arranged an engine test stand from a heavy machinery skid 5 foot by 10 foot, mostly made from 6 inch by 6 inch oak skids and 1 inch oak cross boards. This was suspended from two points on the longitudinal centerline just inside the 8 foot door to my shop from two chains we had available. The engine was mounted on one end of this with the pusher propeller blowing out the shop door.



We had another large door to open so the air could circulate through. A two by four that projected 10 feet to one side from the balance point of the test stand was secured to the suspended test stand thus giving us a 10-foot moment arm to measure engine torque. A 25-pound scale was positioned at the 10-foot moment arm to measure engine torque. Since this engine was supposed to put out a maximum of 160 foot-pounds of torque at 2800 revolutions per minute, this scale should register 16 pounds at peak torque output.



The engine test stand was prevented from advancing under propeller thrust by another scale of 250 pounds capacity. The test stand was restrained from moving too far from side to side by four flexible wires with a little slack in them. After hooking up ignition batteries and gasoline supply, we fired this rig up. It surprised us by how smooth it ran at idle and full throttle. We must have done a good job of balancing the propeller. By this time everyone within earshot came over to "assist" us with the test as we were running with exhaust headers only. By blocking access to the open door with three cars we could prevent anyone from walking into the propeller. We found, with the blower run by the engine, our torque reading was 160 pounds and we were lucky on the propeller as the 10 inches that was removed from the blades were just the right amount to let the engine turn up to a little more than 2800 revolutions per minute full throttle. To convert this to horsepower: if you can imagine a winch drum attached to the propeller shaft of one foot radius or two foot diameter, it would wind up IT times 2 feet or 6.28 feet of cable per revolution. If you can imagine a 160 pound weight on this cable, you can see that at 2800 revolutions per minute you would lift 160 pounds times 6.28 feet times 2800 revolutions per minute or about 2,820,000 foot-pounds per minute. Since there are 33,000 foot-pounds per minute per horsepower, it would 2,820,000 equal —————— or 85.3 horsepower. 33,000 Later we disconnected the cooling fan belt from the engine and drove it with an electric motor. We found that we gained about 9.3 horsepower to the propeller. You can see this would be the penalty if you wanted to operate with the fan, instead of ram air for cooling. Our assessment of what we found, as it suited our installation, was that the added weight and complexity to gear the propeller to turn the engine at 4400 rpm to gain 22 horsepower would not be worth the reduced engine dependability it would incur. We calculated the engine speed at 60 miles per hour for the car installation and found it to be about 2800 rpm, right at the peak of the torque curve of 160 foot-pounds. This would seem to be about the rpm they intended to cruise the engine in the car. To get the horsepower up to 110, an increase of from 2800 rpm to 4400 rpm would be required, or 4400 minus 2800 equals 1600 rpm or a 57% increase in revolutions per minute. Since the piston ring velocity would also increase by 57% and wear generally increases as the square of the velocity, you may cut the time between overhauls drastically by cruising at 4400 rpm instead of 2800, besides getting a poorer gas consumption figure per horsepower. 4400 rpm would be equivalent to a 57% increase in speed or 94 miles per hour for the car. Just what fuel economy and engine life would you expect for the car when cruised at this speed?



Since this propeller was 52 inches in diameter, the 52 x TT tip velocity was ————— x 2880 rpm = 39,000 feet per 12 minute or 650 feet per second. This is a reasonable figure, as if you figure a Cub propeller on a 65 horsepower engine, you will find it is turning up a tip velocity



of 700 feet per second, well below the approximate speed



of sound of about 1000 feet per second at sea level. (This is where tip speed becomes critical, wastes power, and gets noisy.) Obviously, this propeller we used was only good as a test club on this engine, unless it was fitted to an airplane that would cruise about 12% faster than the



Cessna 150 it came off from, or about 132 miles per hour. You can see that a larger diameter propeller with a lower pitch can be fitted (providing the lower pitch matched your airplane's cruise speed requirements), to bring up the tip speed to 700 or 800 feet per second, and get a gain in propeller efficiency. Such a propeller would increase the static thrust in the test stand. Any gearing system would cause mechanical losses of 2% to 5% of the power going through it, or about from 2 to 5 horsepower. This loss must be subtracted from the 22 horsepower potential gain. To get a weight per horsepower gained, equal to the ungeared weight per horsepower of about 2l/2 pounds per horsepower, the gear system would have to weigh no more than 55 pounds. Just a set of pulleys alone can exceed this weight, some going as high as 70 to 100 pounds (see page 21, SPORT AVIATION, April 1970). Most of our flying in New England is done over not much but rocks, trees, and swamps between airports; and much of the flat land in the Connecticut River valley is covered with posts and wires to raise shade-grown tobacco; engine dependability is important to us! Some of you may live where forced landings are no problems. Every experimental aircraft builder must weigh the pros and cons as they concern his particular situation, but they should know ahead of time, if possible, how their projects may turn out. I believe the horsepower ratings published for car engines are apt to be misleading to most people. I know I was misled, and without looking into it carefully, I may have taken a different route. The 85 hp Continental Engine power curve shows that this hp rating is at the peak torque rpm. If this engine was rated by the automobile method, they would call it 110 hp probably. I must caution you that this Corvair adaption has not been flown in an aircraft yet. There is much more testing I would do before I would recommend any part of our adaption for aircraft use. Your basic engine books will tell you that horsepower varies in proportion to speed of rotation. Actually this is approximately true up to the maximum torque rpm, but above this speed, the rate of horsepower increase falls off rapidly with added rpms. These conclusions, I believe, are valid for the four, six and small V-8 automobile engines, as their peak torque rpm range from 2200 to 3000 rpm. Your larger free breathing V-8s produce their maximum torque as high as 3400 rpm. These engines should be geared down to about 2400 rpm if you plan to use a conventional propeller. Maximum torque rpm (full throttle) is very close to the power setting that will get the most horsepower for the fuel being burned. Most gasoline engines of overhead valve design will make one horsepower for an hour for every one-half pound of fuel burned. If you close the throttle some to reduce the output the fuel efficiency is reduced, as the cylinder can not fill itself at atmospheric pressure because of the restriction in the intake manifold caused by the partly closed throttle valve. Consequently, although the engine may have a mechanical compression



ratio of, say, 8:1, the actual compression ratio the fuel mixture experiences at part throttle operation is less than this. Since this effective compression ratio is the most



important thing in determining the efficiency of burning the fuel, the engine now requires more than one-half pound of fuel per horsepower per hour. If the effective .



...., .
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vent exceeding this pressure. At 8000 feet you will only see about 22 inches of manifold pressure on a normally aspirated engine with the throttle open (no supercharger). Since this is quite a bit less than the 30 inches you will see at sea level, to get the engine to turn up to maximum torque rpm you will have to have a smaller diameter (or a lower pitch) propeller than at sea level to unload the engine. This is just contrary to what most people think; a prevalent view is that you would have a larger diameter (or a higher pitch) on the propeller because the air is thinner up there. This is true only for supercharged engines, not for the unsupercharged engines available to the EAA members. You have to produce the power before you can use it. Fortunately this propeller works well* for take-off and climb also. At sea level it permits the engine to speed up in excess of the maximum torque speed and thus develop a little more horsepower for take-off and climb. As soon as I am free of the traffic pattern I hold the excess engine speed down by flying at the best rate of climb. In a few minutes I can level off at 8000 feet and cruise with an open throttle and achieve close to maximum range for the size engine I have selected to power the aircraft. Of course, the engine is not as efficient during take-off and climb, as it will be over-speeding the maximum torque speed, but this is only for a few minutes and worth the extra fuel consumed to get airborne quickly.
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compression ratio is now 4:1, you would require almost



one pound of fuel per horsepower. On the other hand, if



you cruise an engine at an rpm considerably in excess of the maximum torque rpm even though the throttle may be wide open, there is so much friction in the intake manifold that again the air is restricted from tilling the cylinders full of atmospheric pressure air. This is the main reason why torque drops off after you exceed a certain rpm. This also causes the engine to operate at an effective compression ratio of less than the mechanical compression ratio designed into the engine. This is partly why a car that gets 20 miles per gallon at 60 miles per hour only gets 10 miles to the gallon at 100 miles per hour. For this reason, if you want to adapt a car engine to an airplane and want it to have a good range and fuel economy, you should pick an engine that develops the horsepower you need at cruise speed at its maximum torque



rpm. To get this to work out you must select the right propeller to load the engine properly to hold the engine's rpm down to the peak torque rpm under cruise conditions. I have found that the best overall fixed pitch propeller for a ship to be used primarily for economical cross country flying is one that will develop maximum torque rpm at 8000 to 9000 foot altitudes, as this is where I like to cruise, weather conditions permitting. This propeller has a smaller diameter than one that would hold the engine down to maximum torque rpm at sea level, as the atmospheric air pressure drops about 1 inch of mercury on the manifold pressure gauge per 1000 feet of altitude if you are operating with a wide open throttle. Most unsupercharged aircraft engines should cruise at no more than 24" manifold pressure; at less than 6000 foot elevation the throttle must be partly closed to pre-



ire. .



This cruise condition at 8000 foot altitude approximates the conditions of cruising a car at 60 miles per hour, but for different reasons. The car engine isn't work*If the prop pitch was reduced 2" instead of cutting the diameter down to get peak torque rpm at altitude, you would get better take-off and climb but less cruise speed at altitude. You can vary this compromise to suit your needs.
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ARTIST EXTRAORDINAIRE!



The artwork that accompanies this article is from the very talented hand of Joseph A. Zinno of Centredale, Rhode Island. The fabulous cut-away drawings of the Pazmany PL-2 (Oct. 1971) and the Taylor Coot-A



(April 1972) that have appeared in SPORT AVIATION are further testimony to his ability and "feel" for things aeronautical.



An Air Force veteran, Joe won his wings in 1944 and flew everything from DC-3s to C-141s before retiring



in 1969. He successfully ditched a DC-3 off the coast of Japan just after World War II and is planning to write a book on that adventure. In 1970 he established his own industrial and technical design studio and though busy on architectural and industrial projects, has found time to make these valuable contributions to SPORT AVIATION. Joe, EAA 4456, has been an EAA member since 1957 and belongs to Chapter 381. His address is: Joseph



A. Zinno and Associates, 44 Woodhaven Boulevard, Centredale, Rhode Ilsand 02911. (Phone: 401/231-3135).
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streamlfne MANDATORY TUHOLER BULLETIN - Tony Spezio, designer of the Tuholer, has issued a mandatory b u l l e t i n 'that specifies the addition of jury struts on his



'popular tandem sport plane. This includes retrofit of existing Tuholers as w e l l as b u i l d i n g jury struts into those currently under construction. 'Tony also advises that when i n s t a l l i n g round tubing in the 'front and rear l i f t struts - as per Spezio plans - be certain 'that you have a tight fit. Use a larger size round tube, if necessary, to achieve a snug fit - such as I 1/8" x .049 for rear strut. Note that the jury struts should be at 90 degree angles to the l i f t struts.
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ing too hard at 60 miles per hour because the throttle may be only partly open, thus reducing the brake mean effective pressure on the engine. In the airplane the reduction in atmospheric pressure at that altitude does the same thing. Although you may leave the throttle open, it is only able to operate on what atmospheric pressure is available to it. Fuel efficiency is important in determining the takeoff weight of an airplane for a normal cross country flight. My Pacer burns 7 Vz gallons of fuel per hour at 2400 rpm, which is 7.5 times 6 pounds per gallon or 45.0 pounds of fuel per hour at 24 inch manifold setting. At this setting it is developing 90 horsepower. (Take-off horsepower is



125.) A four-hour flight would consume 180 pounds of fuel. If I put a 90 horsepower (a 4800 rpm car engine in



it and geared it 2:1 to turn the propeller at 2400 rpm, I could expect to increase the fuel consumption per horsepower hour 20% more, or I would need 216 pounds of fuel for four hours. However, if I put a 225 cubic inch 6-cylinder Valiant Engine* that turns up 145 horsepower



at 4000 rpm and makes 215 foot-pounds of peak torque at 2400 rpm and direct drive the propeller at 2400 rpm, it would put out 98 horsepower, full throttle, 90 horsepower at reasonable altitude, and burn the same 180 pounds of fuel as the aircraft engine. This engine would weigh more than the present Lycoming 125 Engine would and about the same as the 90 horsepower at 4800 rpm 18 FEBRUARY 1973



engine plus its gear reduction. But at least I would only



have to buy the added weight once, when I bought the engine, and not every time I bought gasoline. You can see that with the 90 horsepower at 4800 rpm engine, your fuel consumption would increase from 7.5 gallons per hour to 8.75 gallons per hour. At 200 hours flying per year, you would buy 250 additional gallons of gas at a cost of about $100.00 more a year. You would be better off with the larger engine turning it at peak torque speed (2400 rpm) with no need for a reduction drive. This is not meant to infer that an engine could not be designed to have good breathing efficiency at 5000 rpm; you would require a short stroke, large bore engine, with very large diameter valves in it and larger diameter intake and exhaust manifolds. The new geared "Tiara"



Continental engines are of this type; but the smaller available auto engines are not designed for efficient breathing at their advertised maximum horsepower speeds. The moral of our story is (1) Pick an engine that develops the cruise horsepower you require at peak torque rpm. (2) Decide whether you want to gear this engine, basing your decision on the maximum torque rpm and



propeller tip speed consideration.



*The Ford Falcon Engine would do the same, and it weighs less.
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W10742057 - Front-Load, Direct-Drive Washers ... - Whirlpool Parts 
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